Abstract. In the industry, communicating automata specifications are mainly used in fields where the reliability requirements are high, as this formalism allow the use of powerful validation tools. Still, on large scale industrial specifications, formal methods suffer from the combinatorial explosion phenomenon. In our contribution, we suggest to try to bypass this phenomenon, in applying slicing techniques preliminarily to the targeted complex analysis. This analysis can thus be performed a posteriori on a reduced (or sliced) specification, which is potentially less exposed to combinatorial explosion. The slicing method is based on dependence relations, defined on the specification under analysis, and is mainly founded on the literature on compiler construction and program slicing. A theoretical framework is described, for static analyses of communicating automata specifications. This includes formal definitions for the aforementioned dependence relations, and for a slice of a specification with respect to a slicing criterion. Efficient algorithms are also described in detail, for calculating dependence relations and specification slices. Each of these algorithms has been shown to be polynomial, and sound and complete with respect to its respective definition. These algorithms have also been implemented in a slicing tool, named Carver, that has shown to be operational in specification debugging and understanding. The experimental results obtained in model reduction with this tool are promising, notably in the area of formal validation and verification methods, e.g. model checking, test case generation.
Introduction
In the industry, formal methods are mainly used in fields where the reliability requirements are high (e.g. aerospace [RHTR06] , aeronautical [ZRI + 00], nuclear [WL03] and transportation industries), as a mean of improving the precision of specifications, and exploiting simulation, testing and verification tools, for the purpose of specification validation. Still, on large scale industrial specifications, formal methods suffer from the combinatorial explosion phenomenon; this is notably due to the manipulation of wide numerical domains, and to the specifications inner parallelism. Languages of communicating automata specifications (e.g. Stateflow charts, SDL, UML Statecharts) are appropriate to specify software components of industrial systems, whose complexity and parallelism increase continuously.
In the last few years, we have been working on extending slicing techniques, originally designed for imperative programs (cf. Sect. 2), to a formal communicating automata specifications framework. The idea, that make sense since our slicing techniques have a polynomial-time efficiency, is to be able to reduce specifications and then apply complex analyses on reduced specifications, potentially less exposed to combinatorial explosion. The original goals of slicing can be achieved too, through specification debugging and understanding.
Finding a solution is not straightforward, because some significant differences lie between the features of communicating automata specifications and those of imperative programs, preventing the usual program slicing definitions to be directly applicable on automata (notably, the unique end node property satisfied by programs, and the occurrence of communications via channels in automata).
In [LG06] , we stated new definitions that form the cornerstone of our approach to slicing communicating automata specifications, partially described in [LGP07] . More precisely, apart from a brief overview on stateof-the-art slicing approaches (here expanded in Sect. 2), the paper [LGP07] provided three main contributions that are included in this article. First, a description of the theoretical framework; second, a description of our algorithm for the computation of specification slices; and third, elaborate discussions on evaluating the precision of our approach, and comparing it to state-of-the-art references.
Relying on [Lab07] , the aforementioned contributions are expanded and updated in this article, respectively in Sects. 3, 5, and in Sects. 5.1 and 7. This article also complements the information in [LGP07] in providing a brief overview on program slicing in Sect. 2, and detailed descriptions of our algorithms for the computation of dependence relations in specifications (cf. Sect. 4). Demonstrations are also provided, for the polynomial time complexity of every algorithm involved in the approach (cf. Sects. 4.1.5, 4.2.7, 4.3.3 and 5.2.4). Soundness and completeness results are stated in Sects. 4.4 and 5.2.5. Finally, this article includes our preliminary considerations on several application areas, in Sect. 6.
Program slicing brief overview
Almost thirty years ago, the concept of slicing arose from research on dataflow analysis and static program analysis; program slicing was first introduced by Weiser [Wei81] as a way to abstract a program with respect to chosen points of interest in the program. Specifically, a program is abstracted by a selection, in the program itself, of all the statements that may influence the values computed by variables at the slicing criterion; the selected program statements form a backward slice of the program. Analogously, a forward slice contains the statements that may be influenced by variables at the slicing criterion.
The initial purpose of program slicing was to facilitate the debugging and understanding of programs expressed in sequential imperative languages. A slicer is indeed expected to remove a maximum of statements that are not relevant to the criterion; slices are therefore intended to be smaller and easier to understand than the whole program.
Since then, slicing has been extended in various ways to deal with more complex program constructs, e.g. procedures [HRB88] , arbitrary control flow [BH93] , arrays and pointers [Kri03] , and concurrency [Kri98, HCD + 99, NR00, MT00]. Slicing was also extended to more modern formalisms, including Z specifications [CR94, BW05] , synchronous languages [GR02] , and hierarchical state machines [HW97, WDQ03] . The concept of dynamic slicing has also been originally derived from Weiser's work [KL88, AH90, MACE02, ZGZ03] , and consists in reducing a program, not only with respect to a static criterion, but also with respect to a particular execution (or set of executions) of the program. At present, the slicing literature has become extensive, therefore some useful surveys have been published [Tip95, XQZ + 05] . However most of the state-of-the-art approaches may be categorised in one the two following main classes of approaches for calculating program slices: "Weiser-style", or "dependence-based".
An iosts denotes the state variations of the specified system, by describing modifications of the values associated to attribute variables. These values may be modified via interactions with the environment, called communication actions, or via internal operations (denoted by variable substitutions, cf. Definition 3.2). Communication actions denote emissions and receptions of messages through communication channels.
Definition 3.1 (Communication actions) The set of communication actions over an iosts-signature
( , V , C ) is denoted by Act ( ), such that:
The specified system is stimulated by its environment via actions in Input( ). In particular, when the action c? is performed, the system waits for a signal to occur on channel c, and when the action c?x is performed, the system waits on channel c for the reception of a value to be assigned to the attribute variable x . Actions in Output( ) denote responses of the system to its environment. The action c!t (resp. c!) is performed for the system to emit a message, having t as argument (resp. having no arguments), on the channel c.
Definition 3.2 (Input/Output Symbolic Transition System (IOSTS)) An iosts over ( , V , C ) is a triple (S , s 0 , T ) where S is a set of state names, s 0 ∈ S is the initial state, and T ⊆ S ×Act ( )×F (V )×T (V )
V ×S is a transition relation. A transition in T is a tuple (s, a, f , σ, s ) where states s and s are respectively called source state and target state, f is a formula called guard of the transition, a is an action and σ a variable substitution.
Notation The source and target states of a transition tr are respectively denoted by source tr and target tr . Base rules:
Semantics
Induction rules:
In the following, the transitions that are inserted in T following the rule (N ) will be denoted by (N )-transitions. In Definition 3.8, (1), (2) and (3)-transitions denote the semantics of the transitions of A whose source state is the initial state of A . Specifically, (1)-transitions denote the semantics of the transitions that contain a silent communication action (τ ), or a signal communication 1 (of the form c! or c?). (2)-transitions, resp. (3)-transitions, denote the semantics of the transitions that contain an output action of the form c!t, resp. an input action of the form c?x . (4), (5) and (6)-transitions denote the semantics of transitions whose source state is any state in S \{s 0 }, with the additional condition that this state is reachable in A . The rules (4), (5) and (6) are respectively analogous to the rules (1), (2) and (3).
Consequently, Definition 3.3 is in accordance to the intuition of a fireable transition: for a transition to be fired, first its source state must be reached, and then its guard must be satisfied.
IOSTS specifications
Reactive systems are usually specified by synchronising subsystems together. In our framework, a specification is considered as the parallel composition of communicating automata (iosts).
* , such that for all i the sets of attribute variables V i are pairwise disjoint (thus, communication is only feasible through channels). The parallel composition of automata in a specification is denoted by interleaving semantics (cf. Definition 3.8).
In a specification, if two different iosts communicate on a channel c (i.e. c ∈ C i ∩ C j , and i j ), then c is used for internal communications, otherwise c is used for communications with the environment of the system. Figure 3 shows a graphic representation of a cash machine specification, formed of two concurrent iosts (initial states are indicated by small dots). Two kinds of credit cards can be handled by the specified machine: gold and normal cards. In the former case, overdraft is allowed, while in the latter case, it is not. Basically, the left automaton is an interface with the environment, and the right automaton performs internal operations with the bank. In the left automaton, the necessary data is acquired through channels nameCh (the customer's name), typeCh (the type of card that has been introduced in the machine), and amountCh (the amount the customer requested); then this data is sent through internal channels intNameCh, normalCh, and goldCh, for the right automaton to operate. Finally, the left automaton sends data back to the environment through the channel amountCh (the amount of money to be delivered to the customer). In the right automaton, the customer's name and the type of his credit card are acquired, and the customer's account is got, using the account access function. Then, depending on the account overdraft facilities, it is ckecked or not whether the balance after withdrawal is greater than zero (here, an account ac is a record that contains at least a variable, bal , which indicates the balance of ac). Finally, the account is debited only if the withdrawal is allowed, and the debited amount is transmitted through the channels normalCh or goldCh (0 in the case the withdrawal is not allowed).
Example 3.5
Throughout this article, a transition of Fig. 3 will be noted α β, where α is the source state and β is the target state of the transition. Since this notation is ambiguous for two transitions of the right automaton, (k , τ, ac.bal < y, (del → 0), l ) will be noted k 1 l , and (k , τ, ac.bal ≥ y, (ac.bal → ac.bal − y, del → y), l ) will be noted k 2 l .
As we saw, our definition of a specification vitally depends on the notion of parallel composition of iosts. In the following, we therefore need to formally define this notion. For that purpose, we define a Boolean function rdv , that takes a transition and an iosts as argument, such that rdv (tr , A ) is true if and only if there is a transition in A that may have a rendezvous with transition tr . Definition 3.6 (Function rdv ) The Boolean function rdv : 0≤i<k T i × S → IB is formally defined by: Definition 3.8 formally defines the notion of the parallel composition of two iosts, and the set of transitions resulting from this composition. Two iosts are synchronised using a binary rendezvous mechanism when possible, otherwise all interleavings are considered. Synchronised communication actions result in internal actions in the composed system. 
The parallel composition of A 1 and A 2 is an iosts A (S , s 0 , T ) , where ( , V , C ), such that:
V × S is the smallest set that contains the transitions constructed according to the following inference rules:
In Definition 3.8, the rules (7) and (8) denote the set of transitions that can be executed independently; these transitions potentially create interleavings in the parallel composition. The rule (7) denotes the set of transitions in A that result from firing a transition in A 1 while staying in the same state in A 2 ; the rule (8) is symmetric to the rule (7). Rules (9), (10), (11) and (12) denote synchronisations of A 1 and A 2 : firing a transition in one of these sets means firing one transition in each automaton. More precisely, the rules (9) and (11) denote the sets of transitions 570 S. Labbé, J.-P. Gallois that result from a synchronisation of an output action performed in A 2 , with an input action performed in A 1 , on the same channel; the rule (10), respectively (12), is symmetric to the rule (9), respectively (11).
Notice that in the definition of rules (11) and (12), an expression of the form σ 1 ∪ σ 2 is a valid expression for a function, since the domains of σ 1 and σ 2 are disjoint.
Example 3.9 Figure 4 represents an automaton that results from the parallel composition of our running example, in Fig. 3 . This example system is highly synchronised: the absence of interleavings results in a relatively compact parallel composition of the specification. Another consequence is that many new transitions are created in order to build the parallel composition iosts.
For instance, the transition (b, i ) (c, j ) results from the parallel composition of transitions b c and i j . Formally, according to the rule (11) (or (12) in a symmetric way) in Definition 3.8, the parallel composition of (b, intNameCh!nm, true, Id {nm,tp,am} , c) and
, where σ (x → nm, ac → account (nm)). As expected, the variable x at the assignments of i j refers to nm (via channel intNameCh). Now, let us illustrate the case where a transition is labelled with an input action on a variable, and also an assignment to the same variable. Specifically, let us insert an assignment to x at i j , i.e. i j is replaced by i 1 j (i , intNameCh?x , true, (x → "smith", ac → account (x )), j ) Then, according to Definition 3.8, the composition of b c and i j is ((b, i ), τ, true, σ , (c, j )), where σ (x → "smith", ac → account (nm)). It is worth noticing that according to the semantics of Definition 3.3, the term nm that is received in variable x via channel intNameCh, is overwritten by the assignment to x at i j (i.e. σ (x ) "smith"); but uses of x at the assignments of i j are still mapped to nm, indeed, σ (ac) account ("smith").
Finally, some transition labels stay unchanged, as no synchronisation happened, cf. transition (a, i ) (b, i ), that is built according to the rule (7) (or symmetrically, (8)) in Definition 3.8.
Paths in IOSTS
Assuming A (S , s 0 , T ) is an iosts, the following definitions state what we will call successors and predecessors of a transition in A , and paths and maximal paths in A . • for all i ∈ IN, if p is defined at i , then p is defined at j for all j ≤ i ; • and for all i ∈ IN, if p is defined at i + 1, then the source state of p(i + 1) is the target state of p(i ).
Notice that if a path is a partial function, then it is a finite path.
Example 3.12 In Fig. 3 The following definition recalls the graph theory notion of maximal path and extends it to iosts. Intuitively, a maximal path in A is a path that cannot be continued by any transition in T . Definition 3.13 (Maximal path) A path p in A is called a maximal path, if either p is a total function (i.e. p is an infinite path), or a partial function such that: let k be the greatest integer at which p is defined, then there exists no path p in A such that p (i ) p(i ) for all i ≤ k , and p (k + 1) is defined.
Example 3.14 The path that consists in the infinite sequence of transitions in (i j , j m, m i ) * is a maximal path in the right automaton of Fig. 3 . Still in Fig. 3 , suppose that we insert a new node n and a transition i n in the right automaton. Then i n has no successor in the right automaton, and the path i j , j m, m i , i n is a maximal path starting with i j in the right automaton.
Dependence analysis in IOSTS specifications
Three kinds of dependence relations are to be formally defined in this section, and for each definition an algorithm will be proposed and examined in detail: control dependences, data dependences and communication dependences. Control dependence and data dependence are binary relations, extensively used in the area of compiler construction and program analysis, enabling notably code transformations and optimisations [FOW87, Muc97] , and program analyses [Kri03, OO84] .
In Sects. 4.1 and 4.2, control and data dependences are extended to the iosts specifications framework, and denote intra-automata dependences. Then in Sect. 4.3, an extra dependence relation-called communication dependence-is defined, in order to handle data and control flows across communication channels, and denote inter-automata dependences. These dependence relations form the cornerstone of our approach to slicing iosts specifications (cf. Sect. 5).
In subsequent definitions, it is often implicit that A (S , s 0 , T ) is an iosts over signature ( , V , C ).
Control dependence
Intuitively, a program statement n is control dependent on a statement m, if whenever an execution of the program reaches m, a choice can be made to determine whether or not n will be executed in the rest of the execution. This section is structured as follows: at first the traditional definition of control dependence is described, then we will see why this definition is inapplicable to iosts. Finally we show how this difficulties may be overcome, and give a detailed description of our algorithm.
Traditional definition
Control dependence is traditionally defined in terms of a postdominance relation in a control flow graph (cfg) [AK02, Muc97] . A cfg is a graph that represents a sequential imperative program, 2 and notably has a single end node. Intuitively, a node n i is postdominated by a node n j in a cfg if in every execution of the program, n j always occurs after n i . Stating a formal definition for this always occurs after relation is enabled by the fact cfgs satisfy the unique end node property. All definitions of the postdominance relation we are aware of, indeed require the unique end node property to be satisfied. Following is the usual definition: a node n i is postdominated by a node n j if every path from n i to the end node contains n j . Having calculated the postdominance relation in a cfg, the control dependence relation can be obtained according to the traditional definition of control dependence [AK02, Muc97] : a statement n j is said to be control dependent on a statement n i if there exists a nontrivial path p from n i to n j such that every statement n k n i in p is postdominated by n j , and n i is not postdominated by n j .
The definition above meets the intuitive concept of control dependence, as it allows the identification of statements that may affect the execution of other statements. Since the statements in iosts are attached to transitions, the concept of control dependence could at first glance be adapted to iosts by redefining the postdominance relation between iosts transitions instead of cfg nodes. However, this definition assumes the structure under analysis satisfies the unique end node property, and thus is not directly applicable to automata or modern program structures, that may have multiple end nodes or no end node at all. Addressing this issue is usually done by either assuming the cfg satisfies the unique end node property, or by inserting an additional end node into the structure, along with edges from each original end node, and from one arbitrary node in each non-terminating loop to the new end node [Muc97, Ran06] .
The main purpose of iosts is to design and study reactive systems, which are intended to run indefinitely, and therefore have usually no specific end state(s). In this case, it is most of the time unclear whether an additional end state can be automatically inserted, without disrupting the control dependence calculation. We indeed observe that inserting an irrelevant end state in an automaton, together with irrelevant transitions towards this state, may introduce undesirable additional control dependences and discard dependences that are valid in the original system. This may cause in the first case inadequate over-approximation of the control dependence relation, and in the second case even make it incorrect. Similarly as in the cfg framework [Ran06] , it is not obvious how to automatically prune additional dependences and recover valid dependences in the general setting.
Recent definition
In a recent work, Ranganath et , the definition of n j being control dependent on n i checks for occurrences of n j in maximal paths from n i , instead of paths from n i to the assumed unique end node, as in previous definitions. Furthermore, the general idea of control dependence remains the same: executing one branch of n i always leads to n j , whereas executing another branch of n i may cause n j to be bypassed. Two fundamental new definitions for control dependence are stated in [RAB + 05]; one is sensitive to potentially non-terminating loops, while the other is not.
New definition
In an iosts, an infinite execution of a loop may prevent some transitions from being executed, 3 creating a control dependence on these transitions (according to the intuitive notion of a control dependence outlined above). As it is known to be undecidable whether a loop always terminates in general, and as a correct static analysis has to take every execution of the system into account, we make the assumption that each loop in an iosts is potentially infinite. Otherwise, the control dependence relation would omit actual dependences, arising in the case of an infinite loop, consequently making the slicing approach incorrect. Moreover, the nontermination sensitiveness of the control dependence relation involved in slicing is essential for the slices computed to preserve dynamic properties of the original specification, with respect to the criterion (e.g. for model checking).
Iosts and the structures analysed in [RAB + 05] both specify reactive systems, and therefore do not impose restrictions on the number of exit points. A Boolean condition in Ranganath et al.'s cfg is always linked to a branch in the control flow, whereas in iosts, the Boolean conditions appear on branching transitions, i.e. the transitions located just after branches (e.g. transitions e f and e g in Fig. 3 ). Here appears the need to state a new definition, to take the specificities of iosts into account. First, let us remark that for a transition to be executable, its source state should be reachable. Informally, a transition is control dependent on a transition tr i if tr i is a branching transition such that all the maximal paths starting with tr i contain the source state of tr j , and there is a maximal path starting with another transition of this branch that does not contain the source state of tr j . Further, for tr i to really impact the execution possibilities of tr j , tr i should be non-trivial, i.e. not trivially evaluated to true for each configuration of the variables.
Definition 4.1 (Control dependence (tr
A transition tr j ∈ T is control dependent on a transition tr i ∈ T if the following properties are true:
• tr i has a non-trivial guard;
• all the maximal paths starting with tr i in A contain source tr j ;
• there exists a transition tr k such that: source tr k source tr i and there exists a maximal path starting with tr k in A that does not contain source tr j .
Example 4.2 In Fig. 3 , let us consider the branch at the state e, the source state of e f and e g: obviously, all the maximal paths starting with e g contain the state g, which is source of g h. Besides, there exists a maximal path starting with e f , that does not contain the state g-notably, the maximal path that is formed from the infinite sequence of transitions
This path is a potentially non-terminating loop, starting with e f , that prevents g h from being executed; thus we would like g h to be control dependent, somehow on the branch at the state e. Now, supposing the guard of e g is removed, g h becomes executable when tp is evaluated to 'normal '; in this case, the dynamic properties of g h are consequently not preserved. On the other hand, assuming the guard of e f is removed, the execution possibilities for g h remain unchanged. Our formal definition and the intuition thus coincide on the fact that g h is control dependent on e g, and not on e f . Example 4.3 Again, let us consider the branch at the state e, in Fig. 3 . All the maximal paths starting with e f and e g contain the state h, so according to Definition 4.1, h a is neither control dependent on e f , nor on e g. This result also conforms to the intuition of a control dependence, since removing the guards of e f and e g does not modify the execution possibilities for h a.
Algorithm
The following algorithm is originally inspired from Ranganath et al.'s work on the symbolic analysis of maximal paths in control flow graphs [RAB + 05]. Algorithm 1 performs a symbolic control-flow analysis in order to compute relevant information about maximal paths in iosts. Then, the control dependence relation in deduced from this information, according to Definition 4.1.
In Algorithm 1, information on the control-flow of the iosts under analysis is stored in sets of symbolic values; the aim of the algorithm is to reach a fixpoint of these sets, and then deduce the control dependences (Algorithm 2).
The symbolic values are called p tr i ,tr j , and denote all the maximal paths starting from tr i in A , in which tr i is immediately followed by tr j . The variable conds represents the set conds A , which denote the set of transitions in A that have a non-trivial guard (also called conditional transitions). A set P s,tr c is attached to each couple (s, tr c ) in S × conds A . Specifically, P s,tr c denotes the set of maximal paths in A , starting with the transition tr c , that contain the state s.
Initialisation In phase (1), the set of conditional transitions is computed, and used to initialise the workset; trivial elements of the sets P are also inserted during this phase.
Symbolic Control-flow Analysis
In phase (2), symbolic values are propagated across the iosts under analysis, and inserted in a set P s j ,tr i , only when necessary: typically, p tr i ,tr k is inserted in P s j ,tr i if and only if all the maximal paths starting from tr i , in which tr i is immediately followed by tr k , contain the state s j . Two cases are distinguished when processing a transition tr l from the workset. Phase (2.1) deals with the case where tr l is located at the junction of several paths in A ; the idea is that if there is a state s that is a source of a branch, and such that all the maximal paths starting with s contain the target state of tr l , then all the maximal paths starting from a conditional transition tr c , that contain s, also contain target tr l . Phase (2.2) deals with the case where tr l has only one successor tr s in A ; the idea is that if a maximal path starting with a transition tr c contains the state target tr l , then this path also contains target tr s .
Control Dependences
Once a fixpoint is reached for all the sets of symbolic values P s,tr c , phase (2) of the algorithm terminates and the control dependence relation can be found in analysing the sets P s,tr c , in phase (3). Namely, if the cardinality of the set P s,tr c is strictly greater than 0, then it means there is a successor tr s of tr c , such that all the maximal paths that start with tr s contain s; furthermore, if the cardinality of the set P s,tr c is strictly less than the number of successors of tr c , then it shows there is a maximal path, starting with a successor of tr c , that does not contain s. 
Complexity analysis and termination proof
In this section, the polynomial time complexity of Algorithm 1 is demonstrated. 
Control-flow Analysis
In phase (2), the termination condition of the main loop, at line 10, is that all the sets P [s, tr c ] stabilise: in this case, none of the conditionals at lines 16 and 22 can be true, and consequently no more transition can be added in the workset. By construction, each set S tr ,tr c contains at most d tr c elements (cf. Sect. 4.1.4). In each iteration of the loop at line 10, either all the sets S tr ,tr c remain the same, or there is at least one of these sets whose size is increased (at line 17 or 23). In the latter case only, a transition is added in the worklist, contributing one iteration of the main while loop (line 10). Consequently, given a state s ∈ S and a transition tr c ∈ conds A , the set P In each iteration of the main loop, the loop at line 21 processes at most all the transitions in conds A , and the loop at line 13 processes at most all the transitions in conds A , for each state that is the source of at least one conditional transition-the total number of such states is in O(| conds A |). Besides, during each iteration of the loop at line 13, the cost of the test at line 14 is dominated by processing of the loop at line 15, and the test at line 12 is performed in constant time, since we use an appropriate data structure, which maps each state to the set of transitions that have this state as target. As a consequence, phase (2.1) iterates O(| conds A | 2 ) times, and phase (2.2) iterates O(| conds A |) times, both in the worst case. Hence, phase (2) has a total time complexity of
The factor lg(| T |) denotes the cost of tests and operations on sets P [tr , tr c ] (at lines 16, 17, 22 and 23): each of these sets contains at most | T | elements.
Control Dependences
In phase (3), the algorithm computes the control dependence relation, in traversing the set conds A for each state in S (cf. Sect. 4.1.4). We use appropriate data structures, which map each state to the set of transitions that have this state as source, and to the set of conditional transitions that have this state as source. Using these structures, while executing the loop at line 27, the test at line 28 is performed only once for each source state of a branch, in searching only amongst the transitions that have this state as source. Similarly, during the execution of the loop at line 29, only the transitions that have s as source state are examined. Thus, executing the loop at line 27 means processing at most once each transition in conds A for the test at line 28, and at most once each transition in T for the loop at line 29. We infer the cost of the loop at line 27 is O(| conds A | + | T |), i.e. O(| T |) since conds A ⊆ T by construction. As the loop at line 27 is performed for each s in S during phase (3), the total cost of phase (3) 
, by construction of iosts. In conclusion, considering that the complexity of phase (2) dominates the complexity of phases (1) and (3), the overall complexity of Algorithm 1 is bounded by O(
Data dependence
Data dependences are constraints arising from flows of data between statements. As mentioned in the introduction of Sect. 4, data dependences have been widely studied in the areas of compiler construction and static analysis, leading to numerous optimisation and transformation techniques. This section first states a preliminary definition of variable definitions and uses, and then recalls that several intuitive ideas may underlie the notion of data dependence; therefore the notion of data dependence we use in the setting of slicing iosts will be made clear. We conclude this section by describing our algorithm for the calculation of data dependence.
Variable definitions and uses
Definitions for data dependences are usually stated in terms of variable definitions and uses. • x is defined at tr if either σ (x ) x , or a c?x for some c ∈ C .
• x is used at tr if either x is a variable of formula f , or there exists a term t ∈ T (V ) such that x is a variable of term t, and one of the following is true: either σ (y) t for some y ∈ V , or a c!t for some c ∈ C .
Example 4.5 In Fig. 3 , x is defined at i j because x appears on the right hand side of an input action, ac is defined at i j because ac appears on the left hand side of an assignment, x is used at i j because x appears on the right hand side of an assignment, and tp is used at e f because tp appears in the guard of e f .
Traditional definitions
Depending on the aimed application, several definitions of data dependence have been stated. In the most general setting, the data dependence relation is introduced as a joint relation, composed of four varieties of data dependences [Muc97] . Let n i and n j be two statements, such that n i precedes n j in their given execution order. A flow dependence, or true dependence, holds between n i and n j if n i sets the value of a variable, and n j uses this variable value; an antidependence holds between n i and n j if n i uses a variable value and n j sets it; an output dependence holds between n i and n j if both statements set the value of some variable; and finally an input dependence holds between n i and n j if both statements read the value of some variable. Only flow dependence is relevant for the purpose of slicing, as it identifies statements that are directly involved in the computations performed at another statement. In this work, the data dependence relation will therefore be restricted to flow dependences.
Data dependences can be further classified as loop-carried or loop-independent [FOW87] . A data dependence between two statements is called loop-carried if the dependence arises when the two statements occur in two different instances of a loop, 4 otherwise this dependence is called loop-independent. Further in this section, is described our algorithm for computing loop-carried and loop-independent data dependences in an iosts. Our slicing algorithm indeed deals with the two kinds of data dependences in the same manner, i.e. whenever a transition tr j in the slicing criterion is data dependent on another transition tr i , tr i is included in the slice, no matter whether the data dependence between tr i and tr j is loop-carried or loopindependent. Therefore, the distinction will not be made, for the purpose of slicing iosts specifications; although Nanda [Nan01] found this distinction useful for the purpose of slicing multi-threaded programs, in the presence of threads nested in loops.
New definition
In an iosts, a definition of a variable x at transition tr i , such that there is no redefinition of x on a path to tr j , is said to reach tr j . A straightforward adaptation of the traditional definition of data dependences to the iosts framework would state: a transition tr j is data dependent on a transition tr i in A if there exists a variable x that is defined at tr i and used at tr j , and the definition of x at tr i reaches tr j . However, this is not sufficient according to the semantics of iosts (cf. Definition 3.3). It may indeed happen that x is redefined at tr j by the mean of an input action; in this case, the definition of x at tr i cannot be used at tr j , unless x is also used in the guard of tr j .
Definition 4.6 (Data dependence (tr
• x is defined at tr i ;
• and for all tr ∈ p(1), . . . , tr j , x is not defined at tr ;
• and one of the following is true:
1. x is used at f , 2. or x is not defined at a and x is used at tr j . A definition d of a variable x at transition tr i , that reaches tr j , is called a reaching definition of tr j . Considering Definition 4.6, and assuming that we are able to calculate the reaching definitions on an iosts, then the data dependence relation is given by marking transitions tr j as data dependent on transitions tr i , whenever there is a use at tr j of a reaching definition from tr i , that satisfies condition 1. or 2. of Definition 4.6. Specifically, the problem of finding all the reaching definitions in an iosts is for each transition tr to find all the definitions that may reach tr when executing the automaton.
5
The problem of reaching definitions is a well-known application of dataflow analysis theory and algorithms. A dataflow analysis is generally defined as the analysis of a cfg in a theoretical framework that consists of a complete lattice and a set of monotone transfer functions [KSV96, Muc97] . Defining a dataflow analysis in such a framework is advantageous in proving its correctness and termination. Dataflow analyses of iosts may be defined in a similar way.
Dataflow analysis
A framework for dataflow analysis of iosts consists of a complete lattice and a set of transfer functions. The lattice L denotes the partially ordered set of values-called dataflow facts-that are relevant to the analysis; values in L are intended to be associated to each transition of the automaton. The set of transfer functions contains a transfer function f tr for each transition tr in the automaton. f tr calculates the dataflow facts to be transferred to the successors of tr when tr is encountered during analysis. Notice that transfer functions should be monotone, and preferably distributive, for the solutions of dataflow analyses to be more precise [KSV96] .
Reaching definitions is a forward dataflow analysis, i.e. the analysis starts from the initial node and then walks through the structure under analysis, in the same direction as the control flow; as opposed to postdominance (cf. Sect. 4.1), that can be calculated via backward dataflow analysis from a supposed unique end node. Reaching definitions are thus calculable on iosts by deriving an algorithm from standard algorithms for solving forward dataflow analyses.
There are, in the literature, two main families of algorithms for solving dataflow analyses: elimination methods [RP86, Cif93] and iterative algorithms (e.g. worklist [Muc97, NNH99] , round robin [KU76, NNH99] , and node listing algorithms [AU75, Ken75] ). Elimination methods are significantly harder to implement than iterative methods, and are mainly intended to efficiently handle dataflow information updates during a complex optimisation process [Muc97] . Among iterative methods, the worklist algorithm is the most flexible and allows optimisations that spare needless analyses of program statements. Other approaches may be called dense analyses [TGL06] , in the sense that parts of the system under analysis are needlessly re-analysed. For instance, a round robin algorithm systematically analyses all the statements at each iteration, until a fixpoint is reached.
In the remainder of this section we present our worklist-actually a workset-algorithm for computing data dependences in an iosts.
Generic dataflow algorithm
As an introduction to our algorithm, we propose a brief description of a generic workset algorithm for solving forward dataflow analyses on iosts.
A set of transitions to visit is maintained by the algorithm, initialised with the set of all the transitions that have the initial state of the automaton as source state. At each iteration of the algorithm, a transition tr l from the workset is processed. This means that a new dataflow fact (i.e. an element of the lattice, e.g. reaching definitions) is computed for tr l , using the transfer function associated to tr p , for each predecessor tr p of tr l . Then, transition tr l is removed from the workset; if the new data flow fact for tr l is not included in the previously computed data flow fact for tr l , then the successors of tr l are inserted in the workset. The algorithm iterates until a fixpoint is reached for all the dataflow facts.
Specific algorithm
The generic dataflow algorithm, briefly described in Sect. 4.2.5, may be instantiated to solve specific forward dataflow analyses, by providing the relevant lattice L, partially ordered by an order relation , and relevant transfer function space {f tr : L → L | tr ∈ T }. The following explains how Algorithm 2 instantiates the generic algorithm to enable the computation of reaching definitions, and consequently data dependences, in an iosts A (cf. Algorithm 2). For implementation issues, we consider a variable definition as a couple (tr , v ), meaning that variable v is defined at transition tr . The set of definitions D is the set of dataflow facts for the reaching definitions analysis, and the lattice L is the powerset of D. By construction, L is partially ordered by subset inclusion ⊆. For each transition tr we define a transfer function f tr : L → L such that if D is a set of definitions reaching tr , then f tr (D) is the set of definitions reaching the successors of tr . This is done by the mean of defining gen and kill , still in phase (1). These arrays contain sets of definitions. Specifically, gen[tr ] denotes the set of definitions that will be propagated from tr , while kill [tr ] denotes the set of definitions, whose propagation will be stopped by tr . Then, for each transition
Reaching Definitions
Reaching definitions information is updated in phase (2) each time a transition tr l is processed, using functions f tr p for each predecessor tr p of tr l . If new reaching definitions have been found, the current knowledge of reaching definitions for tr l (i.e. RD[tr l ]) is updated, and all the successors of tr l are inserted in workset. The algorithm iterates until a fixpoint is found for all the sets RD[tr ].
Data Dependences
Once the reaching definitions information is known, the computation of the data dependence relation is performed in phase (3) of the algorithm, according to Definition 4.6: a transition tr j is data dependent on a transition tr i , if there is a reaching definition from tr i , that is used at the guard of tr j , or is used at tr j while being not killed by any input action at tr j . The data dependence relation is stored in DD, which is an array of sets of transitions, indexed by the set of transitions in A , and such that for all tr in A , DD[tr ] is the set of transitions of A on which tr is data dependent.
Complexity analysis and termination proof
In this section, the polynomial time complexity of Algorithm 2 is demonstrated.
Initialisation Phase (1) of the algorithm can be completed in a single walk through the set of transitions T : each transition tr is syntactically analysed to initialise def [tr ] and ref [tr ] , in time proportional to the number of definitions in A . Notice that in our implementation of this algorithm, gen and kill are not explicitly stored in arrays; the reason why is explained in the sequel. Consequently, if we note D the set of definitions in A , the complexity of phase (1) of the algorithm is in O(| T | . | D |). Each iteration of the main while loop (at line 10) may contribute further iterations only if the conditional at line 15 is satisfied. That is, if the new dataflow fact newInfo, computed by the loop at line 13 for tr l , provides more information than the previously known set of reaching definitions for tr l , i.e. RD[tr l ]. In this case, each successor of the processed transition is inserted in the workset. This leads to a worst case total of tr ∈T d tr insertions in the workset.
Reaching Definitions kill
As seen in Sect. 4.2.6, transfer functions f tr are defined on a lattice L. L is the powerset of D, the set of definitions in A , and is partially ordered by subset inclusion ⊆. Let us show that the transfer functions f tr , for all tr ∈ T , are monotone. For all D 1 and D 2 in L, and given k and g in L, we can say:
In particular, let k kill [tr ] , and g gen [tr ] , then:
As a summary,
. This shows that f tr are monotone functions. Now, back to our algorithm: as we saw above, an iteration of the main loop (line 10) contributes tr ∈T d tr iterations in the worst case, which is possible only if the new dataflow fact computed for tr l at line 14 strictly includes the previous dataflow fact for tr l . As f tr p are monotone, and L is finite, this case can happen only a finite number of times, which is, in the worst case, the length of the longest chain in L. The longest chain in L "leads" (1)).
In conclusion, since the complexity of phase (2) dominates the complexity of phases (1) and (3), the overall complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(
Communication dependence
An iosts communicates with its environment via communication actions (cf. Sect. 3.1.2). As we saw in Sect. 4.2, a variable may be defined through an input action, that is, the variable is assigned a value that depends on variables used in the corresponding output actions. This remark shows that communication actions induce inter-automata data dependences. Communication actions also induce inter-automata control dependences, as an input action may be executed only if a corresponding output action is performed (and vice-versa) . These dependences are not handled by our definitions of control and data dependences (in Sects. 4.1 and 4.2), since these definitions only consider intra-automata control flows and data flows. Our definition of a communication dependence encompasses the different kinds of dependences induced by communication actions.
Informally, there is a communication dependence between two transitions in two different iosts if there exists a channel that potentially allows a control flow or a data flow to occur between these two transitions.
Definition 4.8 (Communication dependence (tr i com
←→ tr j )) Let S be a specification that contains at least two
(1)
• a j c?x for some x ∈ V j ;
• and a i c!t for some t ∈ T (V i ). 
Some related work
Related works on communication dependences may be found mainly in the field of static analysis of multi-threaded programs.
In [Sar97] , Sarkar defined a dataflow analysis on parallel graphs (called ppg), which communicate through events. Dataflow analysis is made more precise by taking into account the synchronisation constraints imposed by the wait/post communication mechanism. In ppg, a wait statement for an event e has to wait for all its synchronisation predecessors (i.e. the post statements for e) to complete execution. This does not work on iosts, where an input action on a channel c has to wait for only one of the corresponding output actions on c to complete execution (cf. Definition 3.8, in Sect. 3.3).
Millett et al. define in [MT00] a method for slicing Promela (the input language of the spin model checker). In [MT00] , channels are handled as variables, thus no communication dependence relation is defined, but their handling of shared variables is similar to our handling of communication dependences. The reader is referred to Sect. 7 for more considerations on related work.
Algorithm
Algorithm 3 enables the computation of the communication dependence relation in an iosts specification S (cf. Algorithm 3). Initialisation Phase (1) of the algorithm fills two arrays of transitions, emit and rcv , indexed by the set of channels in S . emit denotes for each channel c the set of transitions that perform an output action on c, while rcv denotes for each channel c the set of transitions that perform an input action on c.
Communication Dependences Phase (2) processes every transition, marking transitions tr e and tr r as communication dependent on each other, whenever tr r performs an input action on a channel and tr e performs an output action on the same channel-specifically, this is done by inserting tr e in ComD [ 
Complexity analysis and termination proof
In this section, the polynomial time complexity of Algorithm 3 is demonstrated.
Initialisation Loops at lines 3 and 6 complete in a single walk through respectively the set of channels C and the set of transitions T in specification S , and each iteration of these loops has a constant time cost; then phase (1) completes in O(| C | + | T |).
Communication Dependences By Definition 3.2, a transition of an iosts is labelled by at most one communication action. Thus, once the for loop at line 6 has completed, each transition cannot be both in emit and in rcv , and the total number of elements in "emit ∪ rcv " is at most the total number of transitions in T . Consequently, the loop at line l4 completes in O(| T |). Phase (2) 
Soundness and completeness of the dependence analyses
The following theorems state the soundness and completeness results we showed for the dependence analysis algorithms described in Sects. 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. The proofs, which take a fairly large amount of space, are not included in this article, but can be found in [Lab07] -however, in French. In Theorems 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12, the"only if" direction establishes the soundness, while the "if" direction establishes the completeness of the respective algorithm. 
Slicing IOSTS specifications
Our approach to slicing communicating automata specifications is inspired by previous works on dependencebased program slicing, notably [FOW87, Sar97, Nan01, Kri03, RAB + 05]. In Sect. 5.2, is described our algorithm to efficiently extract slices from specifications, provided the whole dependence information: it consists of characterising the set of transitions that have an influence on a given slicing criterion, in terms of dependences, according to the definitions in Sects. 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. Typically, slicing criteria are intended to be automatically generated, or arbitrarily chosen by the user. Prior to that, the discussion in Sect. 5.1 provides key elements to evaluate the precision of our approach.
On correct, precise and optimal slicing
We say a transition tr j is directly dependent on a transition tr i , denoted as tr 
General results
The minimum property a slicer should satisfy, is to be correct. That is, transitions that actually have an influence on the given slicing criterion should not be sliced away. As a consequence, a specification is naturally a correct slice of itself, given any criterion (it corresponds to the most conservative slicing algorithm, which is analogous to the identity function), and the presence of irrelevant transitions in a slice does not invalidate the correction of the approach.
Intuitively, a slicing algorithm is optimal if, given a slicing criterion, it produces a slice that contains only the transitions that actually have an influence on the criterion. An optimal slice is then the smallest correct slice, in terms of number of transitions: there exists no better solution, since further slicing any transition away would invalidate the correctness of the slice (and adding transitions would lower its precision).
However, the following undecidability result prevents slicing algorithms from being optimal-it actually concerns most of the static analyses: it is undecidable whether a condition can be satisfied within the possible executions of the system (consequence of [Göd31] ). Weiser [Wei81] showed, as a consequence, that optimal program slicing is undecidable. Even in a decidable arithmetic (e.g. Presburger arithmetic [Pre30] ), the undecidability of the termination problem still prevents slicing algorithms from being optimal. In dataflow analyses, a common way to cope with these difficulties is to define feasible paths and optimality of a solution in a non-deterministic version of the system under analysis [KU76, KSV96, Muc97, NNH99]; i.e. branching choices are interpreted as nondeterministic choices. Our definition of a transitive dependence (Definition 5.1) underlines such an abstraction, i.e. the satisfiability of guards is ignored when considering feasible paths.
We consider that a dependence-based slicing algorithm is precise if it takes into account all the transitive dependences of the specification, and only transitive dependences. Loosely speaking, precise slicing is of intermediary precision, between correct slicing and optimal slicing.
Dependence properties
Now we point out three important properties of the dependence relations, concerning specification slicing.
1. By definition, data dependences and control dependences are always transitive. Definitions 4.1 and 4.6 imply that whenever there is a data or control dependence between two transitions, there exists a path between these transitions in the automaton, and consequently there exists a path in the parallel composition of the specification, too (this leads us to the result); 
Discussion
In the context of precise slicing, where tr n is of interest (e.g. tr n is in the criterion), Property 2. indicates that the only relevant information in any chain tr 1 com −→ · · · com −→ tr n−1 com −→ tr n , is that tr n−1 has a potential influence on tr n .
Property 3. indicates a potential loss of precision: dependences in d −→ are not transitive in the case where no rendezvous is feasible, in the non-deterministic abstraction of the specification, between two transitions that are related by a communication dependence. However, the information of which rendezvous are feasible is contained in the parallel composition of the specification. This point suggests two possible ways of improving the accuracy of our method.
The first improvement is, slicing the parallel composition of the specification with respect to data and control dependence only. This solution is not suitable for the purpose of specification understanding, debugging, or even simulation: for these purposes, it is indeed preferable that the slice be under the form of a set of concurrent iosts, and keep track of internal communication actions. Moreover, as the parallel composition of a specification is of exponential size in the worst case, computing it as a first step of a model reduction process seems not a convincing solution.
The second improvement consists in using parallel composition information to refine our definition of a communication dependence. This solution seems interesting, but only an empirical study will tell whether the accuracy improvement can be worth the overhead induced by the parallel composition of the specification (as mentionned above, this overhead might indeed be exponential).
Precision considerations
Still, in this article we keep Definition 4.8 for communication dependence, and the sequel explains our reasons.
First of all, every possible rendezvous is taken into account by our communication dependence relation, hence the correction of resulting slices is not compromised.
Second, Definition 4.8 allows the design of a simple and very efficient algorithm for the computation of communication dependences. 
Specification slicing
This section provides a detailed description of our approach to slicing communicating automata specifications.
Definitions
Having calculated the three dependence relations 
is a dependence graph for S if and only if:
• There is a bijection between the sets N and 0≤i<k T i ;
• and for each couple of transitions (tr i , tr j ) such that tr i d −→ tr j holds, if we call n i and n j the nodes that respectively represent tr i and tr j , then there is an edge from n i to n j in the dependence graph. Figure 5 is a representation of the dependence graph of the specification in Fig. 3 . Control, data and communication dependences, represented by arrows in this figure, have been respectively computed using Algorithms 1, 2 and 3.
Example 5.3
Referring to the main intuition of slicing (cf. Sect. 2), the information on which the extraction of slices could only be based, is the data dependence relation. However, as we saw in previous sections, control dependences and communication dependences have to be taken into account too, for the slices to preserve some dynamic properties of the original system, and to handle the data flows and control flows occurring when automata communicate within the system.
A specification slice (or simply, slice) is computed with respect to a specification and a slicing criterion. A slice is a new specification, and a slicing criterion is a set of transitions of the original specification. Informally, a slice contains all the transitions, on which the criterion directly or indirectly depends. The construction of a slice with respect to a slicing criterion Crit proceeds by finding the sets of transitions T i , from which the transitions in Crit Then, the specification Slice Crit (S ) is a slice of S , with respect to Crit:
Remarks By definition, a slice may be smaller than the original specification, in terms of transitions, but also in terms of automata: let k | Slice Crit (S ) |, then k ≤ k holds in general. In the case there is an iosts, in which no transition may influence the criterion, then k < k holds. Definition 5.4 formally states what we call a backward specification slice; it could still be easily adapted to compute forward slices (cf. [Kri03, Lab07] , and Sect. 2).
Our definition of a specification slice is more intuitive in the perspective of the dependence graph. A slice of a specification, with respect to a criterion, is a set of iosts built with sets of transitions T i . Each of the transitions in the slice is such that there exists a path from its corresponding node in the dependence graph to a node that corresponds to a transition in the criterion.
The slicing algorithm: general idea
An efficient algorithm to extract slices from specifications, according to our definitions, starts with the construction of a dependence graph (cf. Definition 5.2). The general idea is to extract slices from a specification by identifying the nodes that are backward reachable in the dependence graph, from the nodes that represent the transitions of the criterion. The desired slice is then formed from the transitions that correspond to the nodes identified in the previous step.
Algorithm description
Based on this general idea, Algorithm 4 automatically extracts a slice S from a specification S , given a slicing criterion Crit (cf. Algorithm 4). However, the dependence graph is not explicitly built. Rather, the dependence relations are stored under the form of arrays CD, DD and ComD, each of which is indexed by the specification transitions. 
Calculation of dependences
In phase (1), the loop at line 2 computes the control and data dependence relations for each iosts in S , using respectively Algorithms 1 and 2; the resulting control and data dependence information is stored respectively in CD and DD. Here we indulge a slight notation abuse, for saving clarity in Algorithm 4: strictly speaking, lines 3 and 4 should not be written as set unions, since CD and DD are arrays. In our implementation, line 3 is replaced by two instructions: first, (ComputeControlDependences(A i )), and second, a loop where, for each tr ∈ A i , CD[tr ] is set accordingly. Line 4 can be replaced analogously. Finally, if the specification contains at least two iosts, then the communication dependence relation is computed using Algorithm 3, and is stored in ComD.
Initialisation In phase (2) of Algorithm 4, the sliced specification S is initialised with the transitions of Crit, as the criterion is the basis of the final slice. The workset will be used to find backward reachability information in the dependence graph, from transitions in Crit; workset is therefore initialised with the set of transitions in Crit. To each transition tr in the specification is associated a Boolean viaCom [tr ] , that is true only if the transition tr has been reached from the criterion only via communication dependence(s), and a Boolean done [tr ] , that is true only if tr should not be inserted in the workset anymore-in concrete terms, this is the case where tr is reached via control or data dependence(s). 
Soundness and completeness
Similarly to Sect. 4.4, we just mention the following theorem, which states the soundness and completeness of Algorithm 4, Sect. 5.2.3. Again, the proof can be found in [Lab07] . In Theorem 5.6, the"only if" direction establishes the soundness, while the "if" direction establishes the completeness of the slicing algorithm. Figure 6 is a representation of a slice of the specification in Fig. 3 , with respect to the slicing criterion {m i }, that is produced by our slicing algorithm (cf. Algorithm 4). Shaded transitions in Fig. 6 are not included in the slice. To obtain this result, the slicing algorithm first computes all the data, control and communication dependences in the specification, and then it intuitively starts from the slicing criterion, and collects all the transitions that are backward reachable 10 from it in the dependence graph, via d −→ . Transitions collected during the search form the desired slice.
Application example
In Fig. 6 , m i is data dependent on i j , as seen in Sect. 4.2.3. m i is also communication dependent on g h, because of potential rendezvous between these two transitions, on channel goldCh; g h is in turn control dependent on e g, as seen in Sect. 4.1.3. This process continues until no more transitions can be added to the slice: analogously, and as can be seen in Fig. 5 , b c and a b are backward reachable from i j , c d and d e are backward reachable from e g, and j m is backward reachable from m i in the dependence graph. To summarise, the following is a representation of a search through the dependence graph that leads to the desired slice:
Other dependences exist in the dependence graph, but either they are not backward reachable from the criterion, or they do not add new transitions once the search described above has been performed. cd −→ (g h) has already been processed-implying e g has already been inserted in the slice.
Finally the slicing algorithm has identified, in the example of Fig. 6 , parts of the specification that have no potential influence on the criterion; these parts are consequently not included in the slice. In particular, as the criterion {m i } corresponds to successful withdrawals using a gold card, it is interesting to notice that all the parts of the specification that only deal with normal card withdrawals have been sliced out.
Applications
In ongoing work, we are considering four main applications of our slicing approach: proof of properties, parameterised models, conformance testing and evolutions.
Proof of Properties
The first possible application of our approach is the formal proof of properties, relying on the fact that temporal logic properties can be translated into automata (for instance, each LTL formula can be represented by a Büchi automaton). The proposed solution is to integrate the property into the model, under the form an additional automaton seen as a constraint on the initial model, and to choose the set of all the transitions of this automaton as a slicing criterion. This way, we can obtain a reduced model that contains all the elements of the initial model, which are useful for proving the considered property.
Parameterised Models Another application is being investigated; it involves parameterised models, in which we want to evaluate some unknown parameters by using properties to prove-this refers to current research at the CEA LIST in the bioinformatics field, with genetic regulation networks [MGCL07] . The proposed method would rely on the same bases as above: a property to be verified is translated into an automaton, which is inserted into the model. This property is then a constraint on the initial model, and the resulting slice contains the elements of the model that are useful for calculating the unknown parameters. In this case, the slicing criterion would be chosen similarly as in the proof framework; that is, the transitions in the model that represent the property (i.e. the set of transitions in the additional automaton).
Conformance Testing A third application would be conformance testing. To reach this goal, the technique is classically based on test purposes that restrict test generation. A test purpose can be seen as a property to be tested, so a recommended technique could be similar to the ones described in the first two applications: the property to be tested is integrated into the model under the form of an automaton, which is inserted into the model. Again, the transitions of this automaton then describe the slicing criterion.
Evolutions Finally, a fourth application would be the management of evolutions in a complex system, for instance in a product life cycle. Evolutions in a complex system concerns some parts of the system, which are susceptible to be upgraded. In this framework, if the potentially evolving parts can be represented as a subset of the system (the evolutionary subsystem), then the complementary set contains the elements of the system that cannot be upgraded (the invariant subsystem). The proposed technique would consist of analysing the invariant subsystem for every kind of formal analysis to be applied on the system. To simplify the problem and avoid combinatorial explosion, a potential solution is to apply our slicing method, in considering as a slicing criterion the set of transitions in the invariant subsystem, which may communicate with the evolutionary subsystem. Then the application of formal techniques to the system can be focused on the elements of the invariant subsystem that are indirectly concerned with upgrades. For instance, subsequently to an evolution, testing the invariant part of the system can be made more efficiently: test case generation can be performed directly on the resulting slice-it is indeed not necessary to perform once again the tests that only involve elements, which are not included in the slice. There is consequently a potential reduction of the time needed to generate tests and of the number of tests to perform, subsequently to each evolution.
Related work
This section is a brief overview of mostly related works, on slicing communicating automata specifications, on precision issues regarding dependence relations, and finally on communicating automata specifications. The reader is kindly referred to previous sections for related works 
Slicing Communicating Automata Specifications
To the best of our knowledge, the unique previously published work on slicing automata specifications was Bozga et al.'s. In [BFG03b] , they presented an approach to improve automatic test generation by calculating slices of specifications based on extended automata that communicate using fifo queues, as opposed to iosts, which communicate using binary rendezvous. The slicing definitions in [BFG03b] are not dependence-based as ours, and thus do not have the convenient properties of dependencebased slicing (cf. Sects. 2.2 and 5.2). In [BFG03b] , slices are calculated with respect to sets of signals (inputs or outputs), while our slicing criteria are sets of transitions in the specification. Finally, Bozga et al. give several definitions of a slice, each of which is dedicated to test case generation, and involves external data (test purposes, feeds). Our definition of a specification slice only involves the specification characteristics, and therefore is intended to be more general and closer to the traditional concepts of the program slicing literature.
Precision Issues Regarding dependence precision issues, Krinke [Kri98] pioneered the concept of transitive dependence in a concurrent programming language with fork/join mechanisms. In that work, threaded witnesses are used to define transitive dependences, and ensure the method has a good level of precision of the method. In Sect. 5.1, we extended the notion of transitive dependence to iosts specifications (Definition 5.1). In such specifications, there are no shared variables, nor procedure calls; thus, the only source of intransitivity may lie in communication actions. Note that we agree with Millett et al. in [MT00] , on the point that even imprecise slices may be useful (particularly in the case precise algorithms are too slow with respect to the user requirements); however, the precision considerations in Sect. 5.1.4 may lead to believe there is a higher potential of imprecise dependences in their handling of shared variables, than in our handling of communication actions.
Communicating Automata Specifications Amongst related works on automata specifications in general, Gaston et al. propose in [GLRT06] a method to define test purpose and generate test cases on iosts specifications, using symbolic execution techniques. Rapin et al. propose in [RGLG03] symbolic execution techniques, for the purpose of exhibiting all the behaviours of iolts specifications-the formalism of iosts extends the formalism of iolts, by handling data types (cf. Sect. 3.1).
Conclusion
As mentioned in the beginning of this article, slicing has proven to be useful in debugging and program understanding. In current research, slicing techniques are being examined in the context of model reduction for model checking [DH99, WDQ03, BW05] , simulation [MT00] , test case generation [BFG03b] . The challenge of obtaining the benefits of slicing on formal specifications based on communicating extended automata, namely iosts, is at the origin of the present work [LG06, LGP07] .
Synthesis In this article, we present definitions and efficient algorithms for the computation of dependence relations in iosts specifications-namely, control dependence in Sect. 4.1, data dependence in Sect. 4.2 and communication dependence in Sect. 4.3. Starting from these results, we present in Sect. 5.2 a definition of a slice of a specification with respect to a criterion, together with an algorithm for the automatic extraction of slices in such specifications. In Sect. 5.1, we defined a measure of precision for iosts specifications slicing approaches, and identified the necessary conditions for our approach to be exhaustively precise. We also emphasised a potential lowering of the precision and claimed that it can be considered as acceptable, notably for complexity reasons; but also because it may not dominate in practice, assuming that in practical specifications, dual communication actions are usually designed to run in parallel.
Throughout the present article, formal definitions are illustrated on a running example. All these algorithms have been implemented in a slicing tool for iosts specifications (Carver [LL06] ), that has shown to be effective for specification reduction, debugging and understanding, on examples such as the one presented in this article (cf . Figs. 3, 6) .
The . We are currently working on the next step, of major interest: evaluating the impact of slicing in conjugation with Agatha, for the purpose of specification validation.
Ongoing and Future Work
In ongoing work, we think of refining our method, by designing a "fine-grained" iosts specifications slicing method, in which transitions are no longer considered as atomic elements, allowing one to "slice out" parts of transitions, and consequently, to compute smaller and more accurate slices. Investigating dynamic slicing techniques (cf. Sect. 2) is also a judicious way of improving the Carver functionality of specification debugging and understanding. Finally, the two following directions may also be considered for future work, although certainly increasing the overall complexity of the method.
First, improving the accuracy of the communication dependence relation, for instance using a May Happen in Parallel algorithm [NA98] for iosts: the idea is that if two transitions tr i and tr j communicate on the same channel, but never happen in parallel, then we should not observe any communication dependence between tr i and tr j . As seen in Sect. 5.1.3, the accuracy of the communication dependence relation could also be improved using parallel composition information. The resulting method should be empirically compared to the one presented in this article, as it is a priori unclear whether the precision benefit is worth the induced complexity overhead.
Second, iosts use pairwise disjoint sets of attribute variables in a specification (according to Definition 3.4), i.e. iosts cannot interact using shared variables; this assumption might be removed. As a consequence, an additional kind of inter-automata data dependences-similar to Krinke's interference dependences [Kri98] -would have to be handled by the method. It is worth noticing that Müller-Olm and Seidl showed in [MOS01] that slicing in this setting is pspace-complete; for the rest, all the methods we are aware of, that deal with such dependences in a precise way, have worst-case exponential complexity [Kri98, Nan01] .
